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Abstract---- The aim of the present work is to derive equations
that enable optical designers to determine the profiles of two
reflectors that form the principal optical elements of
conventional two-mirror telescopes, namely the Gregorian and
Cassegrainian. The mirrors have to work together as
correctors to attain aplanatism. To achieve this, Wassermann
and Wolf method has been developed and used in both,the
Gregorian and Cassegrainian configurations of particular
geometrical parameters. The Cassegrainian is taken as an
example and its performance is examined

Index Term ---- aplanatic systems, geometrical optics, optical
design ,optical telescopes.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Two –mirror telescopes, classical or modified, are usually
incorporated in some modern optical systems, such as laser
detection and ranging, and guidance systems, where mostly
narrow field of view is required. Attaining aplanatism in
such systems resulting in an adequate optical performance.
The aim of this work is to derive equations to attain
aplanatism for the conventional two- mirror telescopes,
namely, Gregorian and Cassegrainian . Many works on
methods and techniques to achieve aplanatism were
reported. Examples are, design of aplanatic telescopes [1][4], design of three and four aspheric surface systems[5],[6],
design of two mirror telescopes,[7]-[9], and designing and
testing aspheric correctors surfaces [10]-[16]. However, the
method introduced by Wassermann and Wolf [11] which,
essentially, employs the sine-condition is found to be more
suitable for the present investigation. For each telescope
configuration, two simultaneous first-order differential
equations that may be integrated numerically by standard
Runge and Kutta method are derived to describe the profiles
of the telescope's two mirrors.
Cassegrainian is often preferred to the Gregorian
arrangement because it is inherently short. Thus, an
investigation on a Cassegrainian configuration of particular
dimensions is carried out and showed that the optical
performance is likely to be diffraction limited.

DETERMINATION OF MIRRORS PROFILS
This section is devoted for the derivation of equations that
describe the behavior of an incoming ray from a distant
object upon entering a two mirror system. The work will
end up with the derivation of two simultaneous first order

differential equations that describe the required profiles of
the two mirrors to ensure aplanatism. Gregorian and
Cassegrainian are examples of two mirror configuration
which will be considered here. Both are centered optical
systems in each of which the primary and secondary mirrors
are optical neighbours separated from each other by a
chosen distance as depicted in Figs. 1 and 3. Two sets of
Cartesian coordinates may be introduced:
(Z(η),η) for the primary mirror with an origin at pole O,
(Z'(η'),η') for the secondary mirror with an origin at pole O',
With their Z(η), axes along the optical axis of the system.
The following dimensions may be identified:
OO'=D is the separation between the primary and secondary
poles,
Feffe.O' =G is the separation between the focal point
Feffe..(sytem's effective focal point) and secondary mirror
pole O'.
A . Attaining aplanatism for Gregorian configuration
Fig. 1. demonstrates a typical Gregorian configuration
,which consists of two confocal concave mirrors. An
incoming ray from a distant object point, parallel to the
optic axis, u=0, hits the primary MP at point T (Z(η),η) and
bounced back to hit the secondary M S at point T'(Z'(η'),η')
after crossing the optic axis at or near the primary focal
point FP . At T' the ray reflected towards the point Feffe .
Below the coordinates Z,η and Z',η' of the points T and T'
will be calculated.
As it can be seen in Fig. 2(a), the incoming ray from a
distant object point hits the primary MP at T which ,referred
to the (η,Z) frame, has the equation:
|η| = Y
(1G)
Where Y is the height at which the incoming ray meets Oη.

II.

Fig. 1. A Gregorian configuration.
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β = 90-

,
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(7G)

and
tan β =

,

(8 G)

where η as a function of Z is the desired locus of T.
It is possible to write

=

.

,

or ,
=

.cotβ,

and by using (2G)
=cot

(a)

β,

(9G)

Where cot β =tan ( )
and
tan u' =

(b)
Fig. 2. Ray reflection at the Gregorian mirrors. (a) Ray behavior at the
Gregorian primary Mp . (b) Reflection at the secondary Gregorian mirror
Ms.

By differentiating (1G) with respect to a chosen free
parameter, which is in the present case Y (as the object is at
infinity), the following equation is obtained:
dη/dY =1
(2 G)
If the Gregorian is to be aplanatic, it must exactly satisfy the
sine-condition. In the notation of Fig. 1., the condition may
be indicated by :

=feffe

(3G)

Where feffe is the effective focal length of the Gregorian,
'
and u* is the angle which ray T Feffe. makes with the opticaxis.
Hence
tanu*=Y(f2effe.- Y2) -1/2
(4G)
is the optical constraint which must be satisfied to ensure
aplanatim.
The equation of ray T'Feffe .referred to (Z',η') frame, Fig.
2(b), can be written as follows:
η'=Y' + Z' tanu*,
(5G)
where
Y'=G tanu* ,
(6G)
is the height at which ray T'Feffe. meets O'η'.
The first reflection takes place at the primary mirror, Fig.
2(a), where the reflected ray TT' cuts the optical axis at
angle u'. The tangent to the primary surface at T makes an
angle of inclination β to the axis.
Since i =r (Snell's law) we have:

.

(10G)

The second reflection takes place at the secondary mirror,
Fig. 2(b), where ray' TT' hits the mirror at point T' and
reflects back to cross the axis at the focal point F effe .. The
tangent to secondary surface at T ' makes an angle of
inclination β' to the axis and since i'=r' , we have,
β' = 90+

.

(11G)

Now,
tanβ' =

,

(12G)

'

'

Where η as a function of Z is the desired locus of T.
Also ,
=

.

,

therefore ,
.cot β' ,

=

(13G)
'

as T' always lies on the ray T Feffe. .Thus by differentiation
(5G) with respect to Y , and substituted in (13 G), with β'
replaced by (11G) gives,
[

=

]
[

(
(

)
)]

.

(14G)

Clearly (9G) and (14G) permit , together with (10G),(1G) and
(5G), a complete computation of two mirrors. For ,by means
of (10G),(1G)and(5G) η and η' from (9G)and (14G) can be
eliminated and thus two simultaneous first order differential
equations of the form,
= ζG(Z ,Z' ,Y ), and

= ξ G (Z ,Z' ,Y ), are obtained.

These are subject to the boundary condition Z=Z'=0 for Y=0
B . Attaining aplanatism for a Cassegrain configuration
Fig. 3. shows a typical Cassegrain telescope that consists of
a concave primary mirror followed by a convex secondary
mirror so that its focal point located at or near the focal
point of the primary FP. Again an incoming ray from a
distant object point, u=0, hits the primary at T and reflected
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back to hit The same procedure that is adopted above will be
followed here to calculate the coordinates of points T and T '.

Fig. 3. A Cassegrain configuration.

Referring to the (η, Z) frame, Fig. 4(a) ,the incoming ray
has the equation
η=Y
(1C)
where Y is the height at which the incident ray meets the
axis Oη. So that,
=1.

(2 C)
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Where feffe. is the effective focal length of the Cassegrain,
and u*is the angle at which ray T'Feffe. makes with the opticaxis.
Thus,
tanu* = Y[
]-1/2,
(4C)
Is the optical constraint that must be met to achieve
aplanatism.
Referring to the (Z',η') frame ,Fig. 4(b) , the equation of ray
T'Feffe. is
η' = Y' + Z' tan u*,
(5C)
'
where the height at which ray T Feffe .meets the axis O'η' is
Y' = G tan u*
(6C)
At the primary mirror, Figs. 3. and 4(a) , the reflected ray
TT' makes an angle u' with the axis. The tangent to the
primary surface at T makes an angle β to the axis .
Since i =r (low of reflection ) then ,
β = 90 -

(7C)

and ,
tan β =

,

(8C)

again it is possible to write,
=

.

,

=

.cot β ,

or ,
and when using equation 8C
= cot β ,

(9 C)

where cot β = tan ( ) ,
and ,
tan u'=

.

(10C)

At the secondary mirror, Fig. 4(b), the second reflection
takes place so that the reflected ray cuts the axis at point
Feffe. . The tangent to secondary surface at T ' makes an angle
of inclination β' to the axis and since i'=r' , then ,
β' = 90 –
(a)

.

(11C)

Now,
tan β'=

,

(12C)

also,
=

.

,

therefore,
.cotβ' .

=
(b)
Fig. 4. Ray reflection at the Cassegrin mirrors. (a) Reflection at the
Cassegrainian primary mirror. (b) Reflection at the Cassegrainian
secondary mirror.

In the notation of
aplanatism may be ,
= feffe.

Fig. 3 ,the condition for attaining
(3C)

(13C)

By differentiating (5C) with respect to Y, and substituted in
(13C), with β' replaced by (11C) gives,
[

=

]
[

(

(

)
)]

.

(14C)

As with the Gregorian after eliminating η and η' ,two
simultaneous first order differential equations of the form
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=ζC(z, z', Y), and

=ξC(Z, Z', Y), are obtained which

are subject to the boundary condition Z=Z'=0 for Y=0.
It is noticed that (1G) to (14G) and (1C) to (14C) are exactly
the same. However, depending on the geometry of the
system under consideration , the signs of the coordinates
and the slopes of the tangents, must be taken into account.
III.

SOLVING THE TWO SIMULTANOUS FIRST
ORDER DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS;DETERMINATION OF THE TWO
CASSEGRAINIAN MIRRORS PROFILES.

Equations ( 9C) and (14C) may be integrated numerically by
using Runge and Kutta method. As an example, a
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Cassegrainian configuration of primary focal length ratio
=1.25 and system's focal ratio=6.25 and of initial parameters
aspherics are imitated by sixteenth power polynomials.
Preliminary investigation showed that the optical
A computer program has been written so that it prints out
values of Z and Z' as well as η and η' for a range of
parameter Y (step size ∆Y =0.04 units) in tabulated form.
The output ( see Table I) shows the exact solutions of the
two aspheric mirrors. For the purpose of ray tracing and
evaluating the optical performance, the two calculated
,given in terms of units ,D=4,G=5 and feffe.=25 is examined.
performance of the system at the wavelength of 550 nm is
likely to be diffraction limited for off-axis angles up to three
arcmins.

TABLE I
THE EXACT SOLUTIONS OF THE TWO ASPHERIC MIRRORS (IN TERMS OF UNITS) OF THE CASSEGRAINIAN.
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IV.
CONCLUSION
The work under consideration is aimed at attaining
aplanatism in any centered two mirror optical system.
However, it has specifically been focused on deriving
formulae for the design of the two aspherics of the
Gregorian and Cassegrainian. These may be utilized by
optical designers as a useful and simple tool for generating
two-mirror aplanatic configurations of different dimensions.
As an example, an aplanatic Cassegrainian is investigated.
Ray trace calculations showed that it yields diffraction
limited quality up to three arcmins field of view at 550nm
wavelength. Optimizing the optical performance of the
system may be achieved simply by varying the geometric
configuration.
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